NEW FEATURES AND BUG FIXES IN ORBITS VERSION 4 SP2

Orbits Version 4 SP2
New features
+ Select multiple passing files for passing import
+ Added option to automatically mark competitors that did not finish as DNF
+ Event setup page is more compact
+ Display passings on the event setup page
+ Improved backup process (for large data files)
+ Added option to backup the log and diagnostics to the backup file
+ Passing information screen added in Setup screen
+ Option to show and to hide the header
+ Added option to export the groups and runs to xml file
+ Added option to import groups and runs from xml file
+ Announcer page available as plug-in on Orbits Remote
+ Distribution Tab
+ TnetX 1.5 support
+ Enhanced Edit functionality in Club Transponder page
+ Laps that start or ends in the pits will not count for best lap time
+ Assign a driver to a manual passing
+ Reduced memory usage with more then 80%

New features
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RMonitor sends race position instead of qualify position in race mode
Export problem HTML for starting grid is fixed
Starting grid printouts fixed
Organization name overlaps time if too long
Manual passing or photocells not assigned if passings file was deleted
Short number is in the switch transponder popup menu
Registration number not completely readable in the about dialog if too long
Fixed intermittent connection problems to decoder
Fixed leader calculation (no leader for lap 0)
Fixed position correction penalty
Fixed drag and drop competitor support in the processing page
Fixed total time penalty correction error in case a competitor only has a manual finish passing
Fixed lost qualification requirements when runs are copied to another group
Selection option when driver report is printed is disabled

New features
Discontinued plug-in support
* MyLaps Handheld plug-in no longer supported in SP2
* Multiple Active Runs (MAR) plug-in no longer supported in SP2
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